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Outsound Music Summit: The Composers’ Muse
The Outsound Music Summit continued 
with The Composers Muse, a night of 
new compositions by three noted Bay Area 
composers. They were participants in the 
Composers’ Forum that I moderated earlier 
in the week, where they gave tantalizing 
descriptions of their work. On this evening, 
we finally got to hear what they were talking 
about.

The concert opened with the Skadi Quar-
tet performing compositions by Christina 
Stanley, who also is the first violist for the 
quartet. Her compositions were based on 
large abstract oil paintings that were placed 
center stage, with members of ensemble 
arrayed to either side.

As someone interested in visual art as well 
as music, I was quite intrigued by this piece, 
and how the composer wanted the perform-
ers to interpret the visual work. Stanley had 
very specific instructions for performers in 
each piece for how to perform the score. In 
the first piece, Put it On, performers were to 
move visually from the focal point just to the 
lower right of center and move outwards, 
with different shapes corresponding to very 
specific sounds and modes of playing. You 
can see a close-up of the score at Stanley’s 
website. Within this structure, the music 

began with short notes and then moved 
to longer bow strokes, jaggedly moving 
up and down in pitch. My visual and aural 
senses focused on the straight-line charac-
ter of both the score and the music. At one 
point, the performers diverged into different 
textures, with staccato notes against longer 
lines and glissandi that then melted into a 
single harmony. There were also elements 
of noise and percussive scraping, harmon-
ics, and quite a bit of empty space in the 
sound. The piece concluded with a large 
and more traditional flourish.

The second piece was a duo of Stanley and 
cellist Crystal Pascucci. The score for this 
piece was more sparse with curving lines, 
and these qualities were reflected in the 
music as well. It started with harmonics and 
other high, airy tones. Overall, it was more 
melodic, but with some pizzicato tones as 
well. Gradually, the cello became lower and 
filled out the harmony, which seemed almost 
folk-music-like at times. There other ele-
ments such as sliding harmonics, but overall 
it still fit with the visual imagery of the score.

The next set featured a solo piece writ-
ten and performed by Matthew Goodheart 
for piano and metal percussion. Gongs 
and cymbals were placed at various spots 
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around the hall, including in the balcony. A 
small transducer was attached to each of 
the instruments so that it could be excited by 
electronically generated sounds.

The sounds used to excite the metal percus-
sion were created by analyzing the partials 
and spectra of such instruments, a process 
that was part of his research involving 
“recursive physical object electro-acoustics” 
at the Center for New Music and Audio 
Technologies (CNMAT). The acoustic and 
spectral properties of these sounds also in-
formed Goodheart’s live piano performance 
during the piece.

Matthew Goodheart. Photo: PeterBKaars.
com.

The music that resulted was unusual and 
exceptionally beautiful. It began with high 
ethereal harmonics coming from the cym-
bals and gong spreading across the hall, 
and then high notes from the piano to 
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sfSound presents

AUG 5 : 8p 
    @ theLab
Variation VIII
Living Room Music (1940)

Radio Music (1956)

Cartridge Music (1960)

Music for AmpliÞed 

Toy Pianos (1960)

0'00" (4'33" No.2) (1962)

Inlets (1977)

Music For ___(1984-87)

One3 (1988)

unlit cigarettes 
(for john cage)
a new work by 
Christopher Burns 

   of a Festival
     celebrating the 
       John Cage    
         Centennial

AUG 17 : 8p @ Old First Concerts
Variation IX

Music of Changes (books I and IV) (1951)

59½" For a String Player (1953)

Concert for Piano and Orchestra (1958)

Atlas Eclipticalis (1961-62)

Cheap Imitation (1969-77)

Freeman Etudes (1977-90)

Christina Stanley and Skadi Quartet. Photo: PeterBKaars.com. article continued on insert page
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Wednesday August 1
berkeley arts • 8pm  $10-20 
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents
8pm suzanne thorpe - (processed) flute, electronics
phillip greenlief - tenor saxophone
gino robair - percussion, electronics
9pm invisible astro healing rhythm quartet
jordan aquirre - keyboards, guitar
brenden morland - guitar, electric bass
andrew koeth - electric bass, electronics
alex sirad - drums
special guests: phillip greenlief - saxophone, kris 
tiner - trumpet

Thursday August 2
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm  $6-10 
8 pm NOT TWICE Kris Tiner - trumpet, 
compositions, Phillip Greenlief - saxophones, Motoko 
Honda, Jordan Aguirre, Andrew Koeth - keyboards + 
electronics
9 pm Eurostache “...Disharmony... is simply a 
harmony to which many are unaccustomed.” - John 
Cage

Friday August 3
Studio 1510 • 8pm $10
Dana Reason (Corvallis, OR) comes to Studio 1510 
and is teamed up with an all star list of amazing 
visiting international improvisers and stalwart locals 
- Biggi Vinkeloe, Aram Shelton on saxes, Scott R. 
Looney piano/custom instrument, Kjell Nordeson 
on vibes/perc, and Donald Robinson on drums. 
This should be an awesome evening of high quality 
improvised music not to be missed!
Intersection for the Arts • 8pm $12 students/seniors, 
$15 general, $25 true value
A special lying down event with audience 
participatory experiences featuring performances by 
Stephen Hurrel (Scotland), Andrea Williams & Lee 
Pembleton and Jon Porras. Co-presented by The 
Bold Italic

Saturday August 4
Temescal Arts Center • 8pm free 
RISK FOR DEEP LOVE
a ritual audience participation experience experiment
The Underground Hit! 
Frank Moore, world-known shaman performance 
artist, will conduct improvised passions of musicians, 
actors, dancers, and audience members in a 
laboratory setting to create altered realities of fusion 
beyond taboos. Bring your passions and musical 
instruments and your senses of adventure and 
humor. Other than that, ADMISSION IS FREE! (But 
donations are encouraged.) ARE YOU HUMAN 
ENOUGH FOR THIS?

Sunday August 5
Battery Townsley at Fort Cronkhite • 6pm $12 
students/seniors, $15 general, $25 true value
Soundwave Humanities takes you into the wilderness 
for a sonic event like no other. Up in the hills of the 
Marin Headlands, amongst the gorgeous ocean 
and parklands, lies a structure steeped with history, 
Battery Townsley at Fort Cronkhite. Sonic artists will 
use the Battery to explore notions of Tension (war 
and peace, and love and desire) in this former war 
installation with special performance installations 
using the extreme resonant spaces with the tensions 
of strings and stringed instrumentation to give voice to 
the Battery of what once was and what will become.
SIMM Series • 7:30pm $8/10
7:30om Kris Tiner - trumpet/Scott Walton - bass/
Donald Robinson - drums
8:30pm Annette Giesriegl - vox/Dena DeRose - piano/
Bill Noertker - contrabass
The Lab • 8pm $15 [$8 underemployed] 
sfSound’s “Music of ChAnGEs” Festival - featuring 
John Cage’s electronic and experimental music: 
“Living Room Music” (1940), “Radio Music” (1956), 
“Cartridge Music” (1960), “Music for Amplified Toy 
Pianos” (1960), “0’00” (4’33” No.2)” (1962), “Music For 
________” (1984-87), “One3” (1988), and a new work 
by Christopher Burns

Wednesday August 8
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20 sliding scale
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents Jewish Music & 
Poetry Project
Nanette McGuiness - soprano
Adaiha MacAdam-Somer - cello
Dale Tsang-Hall - piano

Thursday August 9
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm  $6-10 
Experimental Electronic Songs
8pm Drew Boles
9pm Ear Diorama Ear (LA)

Saturday August 11
784 65th St • 8pm $6-10 
Aspelin/Dryer/Lindsay feat. Kristian Aspelin (guitar), 
Tony Dryer (bass), Jacob Lindsay (clarinets). Plus 
Tom Bickley, solo recorder.
Good Bellies Cafe • 8pm $5-15 
Heavy Discipline Creative Music Series
8:30pm Mutual Aid Project - Creative Resistance 
Music
9:30pm Goldberg, Brown, Anderson - “The trio 
pursues the ‘Advanced Tradition.’”

Sunday August 12
The Episcopal Church of St. John’s the Evanglelist • 
7pm $12 student/senior, $15 general, $25 true value  
Soundwave Humanities takes us inside the sacred 
spaces of the Episcopal Church of St. John the 
Evangelist. Revelations: Myths + Mediations invites 
you to discover the stories of our lives and within our 
own selves.
Temescal Arts Center • 8pm $10-200 sliding scale 
DYNOSOAR is a formed-metal acoustic trio. Karen 
Stackpole: gongs and percussion; Ron Heglin: 
trombone, tuba and voice; Tom Djll: trumpet, pocket 
cornet and noisemakers
berkeley arts • 8pm  $10-20 
sundays @berkeley arts presents
8 pm chuck johnson, guitar soli
9 pm mutual aid project trio

Tuesday August 14
Uptown • 9pm donations 
Active Music Series at the Uptown: These Are Our 
Hours + Alex Pinto Trio
These Are Our Hours is an avant jazz quintet featuring 
members of the Oakland Active Orchestra. With Aram 
Shelton, alto saxophone; Theo Padouvas, trumpet; 
Mark Clifford, vibraphone; Kim Cass, bass; Sam 
Ospovat, drums.
The Alex Pinto Trio featuring guitarist and composer 
Alex Pinto, Shaun Lowecki on drums and Scott Brown 
on bass.

Wednesday August 15
berkeley arts • 8pm  $10-20
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents
8 pm moe! staiano - solo percussion
9 pm chickading!
tony passarell - keyboards
robert kuhlman - bass
dex lopaz - drums

Thursday August 16
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm  $6-10 
8pm z_Bug
David Leikam - moog rogue/electric bass-cello/piano
Sheila Bosco - drumset/percussion
9pm Realization Orchestra
They looked like DEVO in their purple jumpsuits, but 
their extremely weird, yet technically proficient, sound 
had more to do with iconoclasts like John Zorn and 
Captain Beefheart. They were clearly having tons of 
fun, which made their unpredictable compositions all 
the more enjoyable.” -Peter Holslin, San Diego City 
Beat 

venue information

the persistent caveat 
Schedules are subject to change, and the 

reasons can be totally appalling, flying in the 
face of human reason. Please confirm details 

provided in this publication 
by visiting transbaycalendar.org.

Friday August 17
Old First Concerts • 8pm $17/14 
sfSound’s “Music of ChAnGEs” Festival - 
featuring Cage’s most virtuosic music: “The Music 
of Changes”, “Freeman Etudes”, “Cheap Imitation”, 
“Concert for piano and orchestra”, and “Atlas 
Eclipticalis”

Sunday August 19
SIMM Series • 7:30pm $8/$10
7:30pm Key West - drone unit
8:30pm Machine Shop
Karen Stackpole & Die Elektrischen
Machine Shope is “Gong Woman,” aka Karen 
Stackpole performing the most amazing sonic 
textures from a half ton of beaten brass, bronze, 
and other metal percussion instruments while 
further bent, beaten and burnished electronically by 
Die Elecktrischen. Buy tickets for Machine Shop & 
Key West @ SIMM Series 
berkeley arts • 8pm  $10-20
sundays @berkeley arts presents
8 pm Bruce Anderson: Solo Guitar
8:30 pm Dean Santomieri: Solo Guitar
9 pm Gusty Winds May Exist  
Nancy Beckman - shakuhachi
Tom Bickley - recorder, electronics

Wednesday August 22
berkeley arts • 8pm  $10-20
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents:
8 pm ron heglin - kattt atchley duo
9 pm katy stephan solo

Thursday August 23
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm $6-10 
sliding
Batterie and Brutality
8pm Rory Snyder alto saxophone, Timothy Orr 
drums
9pm Josh Allen tenor saxophone, Donald Robinson 
drums

Friday August 24
Community Music Center • 8pm $10-15 
Outsound co-presents - Rova Saxophone Quartet 
and Ghost In The House
8:15 Ghost In The House - Karen Stackpole, David 
Michalak, Tom Nunn, Kyle Bruckmann and John 
Ingle - ethereal and elemental soundscapes: a 
murder mystery, a visitation in a dream...new work. 
9:00 Rova Saxophone Quartet - Bruce Ackley, 
Steve Adams, Jon Raskin and Larry Ochs - 
composed pieces, improvisational approaches, 
conceptual works, graphic notation systems...
depending on the mood....joining Ghost In The 
House for closing piece.

Battery Townsley at Fort Cronkhite  
Marin Headlands, off of Rodeo Beach
Berkeley Arts 
2133 University Avenue, Berkeley
Brava Theater 
2718 24th Street, San Francisco
Cafe Royale  
800 Post Street,  San Francisco
California Academy of Sciences
55 Music Concourse Drive, Golden Gate Park, San 
Francisco
Community Music Center
544 Capp Street, San Francisco
El Valenciano 
1153 Valencia Street, San Francisco
The Episcopal Church of St. John’s the Evanglelist 
1661 Fifteenth Street, San Francisco
Intersection for the Arts 
925 Mission Street, San Francisco
Good Bellies Cafe 
4659 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland 
The Lab
2948 16th Street, San Francisco
LoBot Gallery
1800 Campbell St W. Oakland
Luggage Store Gallery
1007 Market Street, San Francisco [at 6th]
Meridian Gallery 
535 Powell Street, San Francisco
Musicians’ Union Hall 
116 9th Street, San Francisco [at Mission]
Old First Concerts 
1751 Sacramento, San Francisco, CA
Slim’s  
333 11th Street, San Francisco
Starry Plough
3101 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley
Studio 1510 
1510 8th Street, Oakland
Temescal Arts Center 
511 48th Street, Oakland
Tom’s Place
3111 Deakin Street, Berkeley
Uptown
1928 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland
Zen Center 
600 Page Street, San Francisco

Starry Plough • 9:30pm  $8-12 sliding 
Jack O’ the Clock, Reconnaissance Fly, and Vegan 
Butcher will prog you out! Doors are at 8:30, music at 
9:30!

Saturday August 25
Zen Center • 6pm $12 student/senior, $15 general, 
$25 true value 
Soundwave Humanities invites you to discover 
the power of Zen with collaborative Zen-inspired 
meditative electro acoustic performances and 
introductions to meditations and Zen practice in the 
beautiful Julia Morgan-designed settings of the San 
Francisco Zen Center. 
Slim’s • 9pm $20 
Fred Frith leads an all-star band through his classic 
1980 Gravity LP. Featuring Dominique Leone, Aaron 
Novik, Ava Mendoza, Jordan Glenn, Kasey Knudsen, 
Lisa Mezzacappa, Wobbly and Marie Abe.
berkeley arts • noon free 
11th and 12th Annual Transbay Skronkathon BBQ
All-day music and potluck BBQ.  We’ll bring the 
grill, you bring things to sear.  Featuring tdtd, Black 
Thread, Lucio K, Henry Kaiser, Respectable Citizen, 
Joe Lasqo, Ann O’Rourke and Marianne McDonald 
Duo and Special Guests, Scott Goff+Angela Roberts, 
sfSound Group, Amar Chaudhary + Maw Shein Win, 
Cloud Shepherd, Dapplegray, Matt Davignon duo, 
Key West, Michael Zelner + Suki O’Kane duo, Scott 
Looney, Tom Djll + Zachary James Watkins, Katt & 
Ron (Atchley & Heglin), 1+1 (Phillip Greenlief + Jon 
Raskin), Ghost in the House + Kinji Hayashi.

Sunday August 26
berkeley arts • 8pm  $10-20 
sundays @berkeley arts presents
8 pm
Steve Adams - laptop
John Hanes - laptop
special guest - Pamela Z, voice, electronics
9 pm
lovely builders
ross hammond - guitar
scott amendola - drums

Wednesday August 29
berkeley arts • 8pm  $10-20
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents:
8 pm Xo Xinh electro-acoustic ensemble
9 pm Dave Rempis – alto saxophone
Darren Johnston – trumpet
Larry Ochs - tenor saxophone

Thursday August 30
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm $6-10 sliding 
8:00pm rawmean - guitar, live looping, Tupperware, 
hand drum
8:35pm Zu Zed - John Givens: guitar, drums, vocals, 
Laurie Buenafe: vocals, found objects, stuff
9:25pm Monisola Gbadebo - voice/electronics
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Outsound Music 
Summit: Sonic 
Poetry
The concert series of the Outsound Music 
Summit began this Wednesday with Sonic 
Poetry, a night combining poetry and live 
improvised music. This was a first for the 
summit, with three leading Bay Area poets 
collaborating with local improvising musi-
cians. Each of the sets featured a different 
style of poetry, which was reflected in the 
music and performances.

The first set featured Ronald Sauer, a 
leading figure in the North Beach poetry 
scene. His poetry was infused with social 
satire and provocative imagery, and his 
reading style had that driving tumbling-
forward energy reminiscent of earlier poets 
of that scene. In this performance he was 
joined by percussionists Jacob Felix Huele 
and Jordan Glenn.

The music began with deep ambient 
sounds and resonances as Heule rubbed 
a cymbal on a bass drum and Glenn struck 
metal bowls atop a set drum. Sauer then 
launched in a humorous poem whose lines 
poked fun at different poet stereotypes. The 
music moved into rich textures with mallets, 
stick hits, vocal sounds and buzzing – the 
latter occurred as the words alluded to 
mosquitoes. The next poem, a gentler piece 
about garnering, was accompanied by soft 
rattling sounds and resonant metallic rods. 
Tuned percussion and inharmonic timbres 
supported Sauer’s “romantic” poem that 
was featured rather intense sexual lan-
guage and imagery – and which prompted 
the evening’s lead curator Robert Anbian 
to exclaim “Now Ron, don’t hold back!” 
One of final poems of the set featured the 
memorable line “The life of an artist is an 
elegant suicide.”

The next set was a duo featuring poet and 
performer rAmu Aki with musician Karl 
Evangelista on guitar and electronics. 
rAmu Aki’s poetry is deeply rooted in the 

rAmu Aki. Photo: PeterBKaars.com.

article continued from front page
match. The piano and some of the har-
monics featured in the metal percussion 
gave the music an air of anxiety even while 
it was calming. As the harmonics grew 
thicker, the timbre grew more metallic and 
at moments took on the quality of water 
pouring. The music became more active, 
deeper harmonics and a few tones that 
sounded like flutes and clarinets alongside 
the metallic resonances. Again, Goodheat’s 
piano matched the changes in timbre as 
he moved into lower registers. Some of the 
sounds from the cymbals became more 
disjointed, sounding like tops, and after a 
loud gong hit the texture of the music grew 
thicker and more inharmonic. Then all at 
once it stopped leaving a single resonance. 
It looked like Goodheart was playing inside 
the piano as well with various objects, 
though it was hard to tell from where I was 
sitting. There were various percussive 
sounds and something that reminded me of 
my cat scratching, and then piano became 
more harmonic and tonal again with rather 
plaintive chords. There were more high 
frequencies and electronic swells broadcast 
through the cymbals, and a finale with a 
single repeated note on the piano. Over-
all, the performance was one of the most 
memorable experiences of the summit.

The concert concluded with John Shi-
urba’s large-scale composition 9:9. The 
number 9 permeated the structure and 
concept of the piece. There were nine 
performers and nine movements; and the 
piece employed a nine-note scale and nine 
different styles of notation all derived in one 
way or another from newspapers – there 
was standard notation along with text and 
graphics, some of which were taken directly 
from newspaper clips. Shiurba described 
his use of newspaper elements as a “cel-
ebration and/or elegy for the old-fashioned 
print medium.”

The movements were bounded by vocal 
interpretations of cryptograms from the 

New York times. The encrypted text was 
sung by Polly Moller, who had to work 
through challenging clusters of consonants. 
The decrypted solutions, which often 
featured corny or trite phrases, were 
sung by Hadley McCarroll in a more 
melodic style. Within this structure, each 
movement began with a solo by one of 
the nine performers, with a couple of other 
instruments gradually joining in, and finally 
the entire ensemble. Each of the solo 
sections had a very different character, 
representing both the performer and 
his or her instrument. Ava Mendoza’s 
strong articulation on acoustic guitar 
stood out, and Polly Moller’s solo on 
bass flute sounded quite familiar from 
Reconnaissance Fly pieces. The piano solo 
by Hadley McCarroll was quite aggressive, 
as was the bass clarinet solo by Matt 
Ingalls. There were interesting moments 
in the ensemble playing as well, such 
as a big minor chord and a section that 
more jazz or cabaret-like. Other sections 
were extremely quiet. The final movement 
featured a percussion solo by Gino Robair 
on a variety of instruments and implements, 
which mirrored the introduction to the piece. 
Other members of the ensemble included 
Philip Greenlief on clarinet, Monica Scott 
on cello, Scott Walton on bass, and Sarah 
Wilner on violin.

This was a very successful concert for the 
Outsound Music Summit, and not only mu-
sically. We had a full house at the Commu-
nity Music Center, and I am pretty sure we 
set a record for paid attendance. There was 
certainly a lot of Outsound, curator Polly 
Moller, the composers and performers to 
be proud of. 



scape and culture of San Francisco’s Ten-
derloin (“TL”) neighborhood where he lives, 
and by his own declaration was inspired “by 
the voices inside his head.” He also wore 
an impressive blue feathered headdress.

Alongside Aki’s fast rhythmic words, Evan-
gelista began with an anxious chromatic 
guitar line. Phrases like “City of Light” 
and “English Harassment” were followed 
by sounds with distortion and other ef-
fects, and looping to produce contrapuntal 
textures. The poetry was full of references 
to the Tenderloin, some of which like the 
street names, were familiar, others less so. 
There were light chords against angrier 
words, surf tone and more distorted guitar 
moaning. During a break, there was a 
rather pretty guitar solo on top of which fol-
lowed a gentler and prettier poem. A jazzier 
and more rhythmic section of music accom-
panied the poem “Grove and Laguna Sun-
set.” Overall, the duo has a strong musical 
rapport, with rhythmically tight starts and 
stops to phrases, and pauses that allowed 
the music to come through clearly.

The final set featured poet Carla Haryman 
and musician John Raskin on saxophone 
and other instruments, joined by Gino 
Robair on percussion and prepared piano. 
Unlike the other collaborations in this 
concert, Haryman and Raskin have worked 
together for a while, and I was quite looking 
forward to hearing their performance.

The music began with the sound of bowed 
metal followed by soft staccato tones on 
the saxophone. Haryman’s words were 
also quite staccato and worked well with 
the sparse percussive texture of the music. 
Indeed, I was quite drawn to her more 
abstract poetry, and I found myself listen-
ing to individual words as if they were 
percussion instruments mixed in with the 

other parts of the music. There were more 
metal ringing sounds against a longer and 
more melodious saxophone line, and some 
electronic sounds that reminded me of old 
video games. Raskin also recited words at 
various times, either independently or in 
sync with Haryman. Gino Robair’s Blippo 
Box provided its usual liquidy percussive 
sounds that blended with the saxophone 
and words. One particular line that stuck 
with me, and stuck together as a full 
phrase, was “why is it that some afternoons 
turn into Miles Davis events?”

The next piece was from a larger work in 
which the text of a lecture by musicologist 
and critic Theodor Adorno was processed 
into a new poetic form and recited by Hary-
man while Robair performed on prepared 

piano. Raskin also participated in reciting 
the text, helping turn parts in a dialogue 
that included the lament that we “cling to 
the term new music” unlike visual art which 
doesn’t hold on to an equivalent overarch-
ing term (though one could argue that 
“modern art” is an equivalent). The overall 
effect was quite humorous, especially in 
an audience steeped in experiencing and 
talking about new music. The piece entitled 
“Orgasm” was more frenetic, with electronic 
noises and Raskin employing electronic 
and electromechanical devices inside a 
large brass-instrument mute. The final 
piece featured Raskin playing a squeeze 
box and Haryman reciting phrases that felt 
more narrative than the individual words of 
the earlier pieces, and visual imagery such 
as “waking hours shiver under glass.”

My experience with poetry is that it tends 
to be far denser than standard language. 
As such, it can be a challenge to listen to in 
sets that are 30 minutes long or more. The 
rhythmic musicality and phrasing employed 
by rAmu Aki and the sparse abstract tex-
ture of Carla Haryman’s poetry made them 
work particularly well in the longer setting of 
a musical performance.

The evening was well attended, with many 
unfamiliar faces who followed the work 
of the featured poets but may have been 
experiencing new-music concerts for the 
first time. Overall, it was a very strong and 
dynamic opening concert for the Summit.

Carla Haryman. Photo: PeterBKaars.com.
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